
Company Sector Background information Website

1 Kross Bicycles Kross is Polands largest bycicle brand and a dynamically developing society of bicycles fans. We export our products to 42 

countries around the world and holds one of the best mountain bikes team in UCI racing.

www.kross.pl

2 JSW SA Coal Cock Industry www.jsw.pl

3 Technitel Group Cybersecurity, Energy, 

Healthcare, Telco

Technitel Group gather 9 companies which act in Telco, energy, gas, Healthcare, cybersecurity Businesses. We acquired company 

from Polish Energy Group and we act info smart gród, security in energy Area.

www.technitel.pl

4 Suwalska Specjalna 

Strefa Ekonomiczna 

SA

Economic Zone Suwałki Special Economic Zone is located in the north-eastern Poland. Suwałki Special Economic Zone offers a rich and diversified 

investment offer, comprehensive support for the investment process, as well as the opportunity to take advantage of the highest tax 

breaks in the country. Suwałki Special Economic Zone has issued more than 250 business permits, based on which investments 

with the value of over PLN 3.5 mln have been completed. Over 10,000 people are employed in the Zone. Owing to the zonal 

investment areas, industrial centres have been established, where developed and technologically advanced production facilities 

using innovative solutions operate.

www.ssse.com.pl

5 Syderal Polska Electronics & Software For the 

Space Industry

A Polish SME providing electronics and software solutions for the space sector. Our mission is delivering high quality products 

while maintaining the openness for applying innovative solutions within the space technology domain. We specialise in providing 

services and products in the following areas: Mechanisms, Instruments and Memory Module Controllers, Electronics Hardware 

development, FPGA-based systems design, Software engineering.

www.syderal.pl

6 Ecol-Unicon Environment Protection Production of water protection products; Sales of products and Services in Rain Water and Waste Water branch; Management 

systems for rain water and waste water operation. Specialization in retention, treatment and re using of rainwater controled by own 

system.

www.ecol-unicon.com

7 Bank Gospodarstwa 

Krajowego

Financial Services Financial services. www.bgk.pl

8 Sante Food www.sante.pl

9 Legnica Special 

Economic Zone

Government Administration Promoting investment areas and public aid as offered to entrepreneurs by Legnica Special Economic Zone in Lower Silesia. 

Supporting investors in investment decision-making process and in the public aid application procedure. Contacting investors with 

local authorities and utility suppliers to make sure the investment project requirements are met.

www.lsse.eu

10 Narodowe Centrum 

Badań i Rozwoju

Governmental Reaserch Institute Support of the Polish research units and enterprises in developing their abilities to create and use solutions based on scientific 

research results in order to encourage economy development and to the benefit of society.

www.ncbir.gov.pl
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11 Mudita Health & Consumer Electronics Our mission is to create products which support healthy, neutral living in a modern, fast paced, developing world. Right now we're 

working on a phone with lowest mobile radiation level on the market (SAR). We have patented technology and in-house teams of 

hardware & software development. Looking for partners with the newest technology and that care about physical and mental health 

of their clients.

www.mudita.com

12 Appchance ICT Appchance is a software house that designs and develops mobile and web applications for brands of all sizes from all over the 

world. We are business driven software consulting which means that we always focus on realizing the business goals of our clients. 

We can build an app from scratch on our side or join the client's team to speed up the development process. So far we?ve carried 

out over 140 projects that include utility apps, IOT solutions, m-commerce, fin-tech and many others. We also support our clients in 

strategy, product launch and user acquisition tactics.

www.appchance.pl

13 UnifiedAPI ICT www.lucid.pl

14 Biomed Innovations 

sp. z o.o.

Investments in Life Science Managing investments in early-stage innovative companies in the life-science sector.

15 Visuality IT Building scalable and sustainable software and IT tools. This includes product consulting, product design, production. Product types 

are from simple web application to complex systems used by healthcare, banking, financial, IoT, real estate, and etc. Company 

range of work is international - meeting high international standards for quality and security. Additionally we provide business 

development consultancy around product lifecycles and scalability.

www.visuality.pl

16 Phoenix Systems IT Phoenix-RTOS the next generation real time operating system for IoT. Phoenix-RTOS, one of the world's first real-time operating 

systems for IoT, is based on microkernel architecture and benefits from almost 20 years of development. In contrast to most 

globally available real-time operating systems, Phoenix-RTOS allows for programming complex functionalities in even the smallest 

and simplest devices with very low power consumption and without a Memory Management Unit (MMU). Phoenix-RTOS has 

already been deployed on a massive scale in Smart Grid devices (smart energy meters, data concentrators, smart gas meters) in 

Europe and Asia. It is the operating system of choice for developers working on IoT devices in sectors such as: Smart Grid, Smart 

Home, Smart City, wearables, e-medicine, robotics, aviation or telecommunications. Phoenix-RTOS is open source. Its source code 

can be found: http://github.com/phoenix-rtos/.

www.phoenix-rtos.com/

17 Atende Software IT A technological company, focusing on internet television, cybersecurity and smart grid. A company has a portfolio of products 

including: redGalaxy a comprehensive OTT platform, for owners of rights to video content, telecommunications operators, as well 

as television and radio operators, who see the need to focus on the Internet in addition to traditional multimedia distribution 

channels, such as satellite or cable TV. A system to protect network infrastructure against DDoS attacks - redGuardian, used by 

banks, data centers, telecommunications operators and public administration, offered in a cloud and implementation model. Atende 

Software operates in the B2B area and we are interested in meetings with equipment manufacturers, eg smart devices, drones, IoT 

devices, television operators, telecommunications operators and data center operators.

www.atendesoftware.pl/

18 Desmart Sp. z o.o IT We create software: web and mobile applications for US, UK, Swedish, German etc market. We exsist for 14 years with a 4,8 range 

on Clutch.co Our Clients are both: Startups with seed level, big companies searching for new solutions+ interactive agencies which 

we partnership with. Most common areas are: healthcare, recruitment. Most our projects please find here: desmart.com/projects 

Activities: we take part in international' conferences/ meetups - we got a partner in UK - we run an educative blog - we run 

workshops - we got active accounts on social media etc.

www.desmart.com
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19 Asseco IT www.asseco.com

20 Visuality IT Building scalable and sustainable software and IT tools. This includes product consulting, product design, production. Product types 

are from simple web application to complex systems used by healthcare, banking, financial, IoT, real estate, and etc. Company 

range of work is international - meeting high international standards for quality and security. Additionally we provide business 

development consultancy around product lifecycles and scalability.

www.visuality.pl

21 Paweł Majchrzak 

Consulting

IT / Software Development - I am working with software development companies and their teams to become best possible in their field. I help to find their 

dream Clients. - I also help to find right software development teams to build digital products. - I am a part of 500 small and medium 

software service companies network in Poland which employs 12 000 Software Specialists.

www.paulmajchrzak.co

m

22 Liki Mobile Solutions IT / Software House Liki is the Software House / Digital Agency, providing businesses with a full set of development solutions. Our teams specialize in 

web/app development, maintenance, UI/UX design, project management and IT consulting. We are flexible, ready to adjust to any 

business needs, and provide our services worldwide. We provide our customers with: Remote Team, Team Leasing, Software 

Development, IT Outsourcing We combine experience, creativity and passion to develop unique software solutions. Let us put your 

outstanding ideas to life - our teams are always ready to realize the most complex and challenging projects. We will make your 

business processes more agile and flexible by providing all types of IT outsourcing, both offshore and nearshore. Our teams have 

wide expertise in building successful remote cooperation, and are ready to adapt to your particular business needs.

www.likims.pl

23 Soflab Technology 

sp. z o.o.

IT Services We have completed over 4,000 projects for clients in industries such as telecommunications, banking, insurance, media, energy, 

and public administration. Soflab Technology is the market leader in testing and quality assurance of ICT solutions. By offering top-

quality services, we support our clients in ensuring the reliability of implemented software and maintaining business continuity. We 

provide accurate reports on the quality of inspected IT solutions. This enables optimised relationships with suppliers with the 

introduction of KPIs and measures, which in turn can lead to reduced ICT expenditure. We are an independent company with no 

affiliation with any IT system suppliers. Thanks to this our work is objective and concentrates 100% on our client?s requirements. 

We stand out due to our experience, which is unique on the Polish market, the high competence of our specialists and experts as 

well as access to know-how and the latest global trends in quality assurance. Being Poland's largest supplier specialising in QA 

www.soflab.pl

24 Monterail sp. z o.o. IT/ICT ? Bespoke software development in web & mobile space ? Software development consultancy with 87 experts: engineers, 

designers, process managers, business analysts ? Clients based in EMEA and US: Enterprises (Fortune 500), SMEs and start-ups 

? Recognised as Market Leaders by Clutch, laureate of Deloitte?s ?Technology Fast 50 Central Europe? ranking 2016 & 2017 and 

ranked in Financial Times F1000 ranking of the fastest growing companies in Europe.

www.monterail.com

25 Its Labs ITS ITS LABORATORIES LTD was established in 2013 as a result of increasing demand for advisory and consultancy services in the 

area of creating architectures for Intelligent Transport Systems based on European ITS Framework Architecture, often known as the 

FRAME Architecture. Since then we have helped the Clients from private and public sectors to use the FRAME Architecture to plan, 

develop and integrate ITS.

www.itslabs.pl
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26 Grupa Ritex Logistics The Ritex Group with headquarter in Legnica is a logistics operator with history from 1994, employing 240 people, with a fleet of 

120 own trucks and 25 mln EUR turover in 2017. August 2018 company is going to open 20,000m2 new intermodal multifuncional 

logistic centre investment worth 8 mln EUR nearby Legnica cloase to A4 motorway and S3 expressway crossing 80 km East from 

German border and 60 km West of Wrocław. Mayor activities is automotive (70%) aviation, drons (15%) metal, industrial processing 

and others.

www.ritex.glogow.pl

27 Polkorn Mills and Cereal Storage The company trades in machinery and equipment for mills and cereal storage. We make the customer counselling on construction 

and repair of mills.

www.polkorn.pl

28 Hyper Poland Mobility Hyper Poland is a multidisciplinary team of experts (engineers, architects, and business developers) working on the development of 

a new mode of transport ? a vacuum train called the Hyperloop which allows people or goods to move at speeds up to 1200 kph. 

The goal of our startup is to launch the first cargo line of Hyperloop compatible system in Europe. To do that we have decided to 

make our system compatible with existing infrastructure, which will allow implementation without regulatory amendments.

www.hyperpoland.com

29 Apeiron Synthesis 

S.A.

Pharmaceutical and Fine 

Chemicals, Polymers

Apeiron strives to offer the best metathesis catalyst for each reaction. This is a non-trivial task since every transformation is 

different and uses a unique combination of precatalyst, substrate, additive and solvent. To address this challenge, Apeiron 

developed a broad portfolio of patented and patent pending catalysts that can satisfy nearly any process using metathesis. 

Furthermore, Apeiron is able not only to deliver process specific catalysts but also to provide value to its clients across the whole 

R&D, implementation, and production process.

www.apeiron-

synthesis.com

30 Polfa Tarchomin SA Pharmaceuticals A leader in the anti-infectives market.The company also holds an significant marcet position in the category of insulin, psychotropic 

drugs and dermatological preparations.Provides over a hundred medicinal products. All of them are available in a range of forms 

and sizes in order to ensure optimal treatment and minimal side effects experienced by the patient. Specialises in the prescription 

drugs. One of the largest generic companies operating in Poland and one of the oldest pharmaceutical producers in the word.

www.polfa-

tarchomin.com.pl/

31 InPhoTech Photonics InPhoTech carries out research, development and fabrication of innovative optical fibre solutions with wide range of applications, for 

example light sources, amplifiers, sensors (vibration, temperature, strain, pressure, chemical sensors), dispersion compensators, 

splitters, modulators and attenuators. InPhoTech?s customers represent various industries like: medicine, power engineering, 

mining, space, transport, aircraft, oil &gas, telecommunication, defence and others. Our customers receive solutions tailored to their 

requirements, regardless of their experience in the use of advanced fiber optic technology.

www.inphotech.pl

32 Inwedo Software Development Creating dedicated software has been our specialty since 2013, but we go beyond the process of software development itself. 

Inwedo provides dedicated agile teams with product design experience. We understand that the success is not measured by the 

number of lines of code, but by business value delivered within the project. Best solutions are not based on iterative schemes, so 

our teams create products by gaining a deep understanding of key processes of our clients. When designing we adopt a process 

approach, focusing on the whole User Journey. With experience in process mapping and business process optimization, we aim to 

deliver software that will introduce a measurable improvement. We aim at long-term partnerships with our customers, where we 

support their domain knowledge with our technical expertise. We?ve had the pleasure to work on great software with inspiring 

people and companies all over the world, including projects for Clients in Poland, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, Italy and the United 

States.

www.inwedo.com
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33 Appnroll Software Development A venture building company who specialise in web and mobile app development as well as UX and UI design. We work for both 

startups and well established international companies, providing programming and infrastructure support for different stages. We 

also provide QA testing in house.

www.appnroll.com

34 Kielecki Park 

Technologiczny

Technological Park Focused on innovation and creativity and, above all, open to cooperation with entrepreneurs from Poland and abroad. The Park 

offers a modern and professionally prepared infrastructure and fully developed investment areas covered by the operation of the 

Special Economic Zone - "Kielce" subzone. The companies operating in the KTP can benefit from both the park?s facilities and the 

tax advantages. The offer of our institution is always a response to the individual needs of potential collaborators. We offer a range 

of business and development services to our partners. The KTP consists of a Cluster of Technological Incubators and a 

Technology Centre. The first institution has been created for young companies. The strengths of the Cluster of Incubators include: 

well-equipped and attractively located infrastructure, preferential rental conditions and a wide range of business and development 

services for start-ups and micro-enterprises. The Technology Centre offers modern production halls, a laboratory and an office 

building. The Kielce Technology Park consists of: Centre for Fashion Design, 3D Printing Centre and Energy Science Centre.

www.technopark.kielce.

pl/

35 Wroclaw Technology 

Park

Technology Business Wrocław Technology Park carries out a number of projects which help to develop cooperation between academic and business 

sectors. We support companies and projects which are focused on R&D, innovations and cutting-edge technologies. Through our 

activities, we want to create the space and conditions which, by combining entrepreneurship and technology, will allow to create 

products, services, technologies and know-how that can compete on the domestic and global markets. Wroclaw Technology Park 

offers access to 12 laboratories and a chance of obtaining support for research and development project. Wroclaw Technology 

Park houses two dynamically developing incubators for start-ups: the Lower Silesian Incubator of Entrepreneurship and the 

Incubator of Entrepreneurship and Technology. We support innovative, creative and ambitious entrepreneurs since the very 

beginning of their activity. WPT is coordinator of a food-biotechnology-biomedical cluster under the name of NUTRIBIOMED 

Cluster?. The main goal of the cluster is to create connections between science and industry in order to speed up the transfer 

between the R&D sector and businesses, and to enable the development and creation of new specialized technologies. WPT is the 

link between Polish industry and research centers in Europe.

www.technologpark.pl

36 BGK TMT / Innovation Representing Polish National Bank of Development in the area of TMT | Innovation sector. Commercial projects, products and 

instruments, cooperation with related institutions. Participation in cross-institutional projects from TMT | Innovation sector.

www.bgk.pl

37 Solaris Bus Transport www.solarisbus.com
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38 Triggo S.A. Urban Electromobility Triggo S.A. is the owner of international patent rights to a radically innovative e-mobility solution designated for use in the rapidly 

growing urban carsharing platforms. The company is currently heavily involved in R&D activities with market entry planned for 2019.

www.triggo.pl

39 Euro-Eko Sp.z o.o. Waste Management Production of RDF from municipal wastes and delivery to end users. www.euro-eko-polska.pl

40 Elix Ltd. Air Fresheners We are air fresheners manufacturer ELiX Corporate Group has specialized in manufacturing of air fresheners. Founded in 1999, 

has grown into a global supplier of high quality air freshening products. ELiX offers a range of more than 600 products in Natural 

Fresh brand and as much again in private label products. Each customer and distributor can find suitable solution and scent for car, 

home or office. As far as we Focus on air fresheners we do our best to continuously improve quality and design. Natural Fresh air 

fresheners and odor neutralizers are available in the markets of over 60 countries in the world. ELiX?s headquarters and main 

production facilities are in Wroclaw, Poland. To meet needs of Indian market, in 2015 we started up a JV: ELiX India Ltd. in Delhi 

region and began manufacturing an air fresheners designed especially for Indian OEM customers. We do our best to provide long-

lasting and very strong natural products. We constantly check all allergens and any possible impacts on human body. We strive to 

use only natural ingredients in our products. We manufacture in accordance to REACH, CLP (MSDS available) and ISO 9001 & 

ISO 22716 (Good Manufacturing Practice) Certificated by Polish Chamber of Foreign Trade. Our Clients are sure that all our 

products are manufactured in Poland in accordance with our best knowledge and extremely strict European Union regulations. We 

constantly launch new products that help us and our distributors to create new trends and become an innovative leader. We respect 

different aspects of regional cultures & sensual habits. We listen and learn to offer the best possible solution for different regions & 

cultures. Our ethics are strongly connected to respect the intellectual property rights ? to support this approach we constantly invest 

in various patents and trademarks. Our passion are air-care products only. We strive to use only natural ingredients to create safe 

and strong products that matches the ideas of our customers and meet their expectations in quality and price.

www.airfresh24.com
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